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The 70-497 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The 70-497 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The 70-497 exam is very challenging, but with our 70-497 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the 70-497 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Microsoft 70-497 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for 70-497 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Microsoft exam
- 70-497 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified 70-497 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- 70-497 tested and verified before publishing
- 70-497 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- 70-497 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Microsoft certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like 70-497 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This 70-497 test is an important part of Microsoft certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The 70-497 exam is essential and core part of Microsoft certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real 70-497 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Microsoft 70-497 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your 70-497 now!
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QUESTION: 1
You are using Microsoft Visual Studio 2012. A requirement has been removed and
you need to update the five corresponding test cases to reflect this by changing their
state. You need to simultaneously update the state of these five test cases. What are
two possible ways to accomplish this goal? (Each correct answer presents a
complete solution. Choose two.)

A. In Team Explorer, run a query that returns the five test cases. In the Results pane,
highlight all five test cases and click Refresh.
B. In MTM, run a query that returns the five test cases. In the Results pane, highlight
all five test cases and click Run.
C. Navigate to Web Access, run the query that returns the five test cases, select the
five test cases, and edit selected work items.
D. In Microsoft Excel, open a query that returns the five test cases. Update the State
field of all of the work items. Click Publish.
E. In Team Explorer, run a query that returns the five test cases. In the Results pane,
update the state and save each test case.

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 2
You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You are using the Microsoft
Solution Framework (MSF) for Agile Software Development process template.
Your team has all required permissions to run the reports on the SharePoint project
portal. You need to track the progress on resolving bugs by your team for the past
week. Which Excel report should you run?

A. Bug Trends
B. Bugs by Assignment
C. Run the Team Trend report.
D. Bug Progress

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to manage your testing efforts. You
plan to use the Recommended tests feature to assist in identifying tests to run against
a Windows Presentation Foundation rich client application. When you select a new
build, no recommended tests are displayed. You need to configure the data
collectors to enable the feature. Which data collector should you configure?
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A. Action Log
B. Test Impact
C. IntelliTrace
D. ASP.NET Client Proxy for IntelliTrace and Test Impact

Answer: B

QUESTION: 4
You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to perform exploratory testing. You
need to insert an image into the comment area for the test run. What are two possible
ways to accomplish this goal? (Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
Choose two.)

A. Use the Add screenshot tool in the exploratory test runner and drag the selection
box over the area of the screen you want to capture.
B. Capture the image you want to insert by using your favorite screen capture utility
and paste the image into the comment area of the exploratory testing window.
C. Capture the image you want to insert by using your favorite screen capture utility
and save the file to disk. Add the image as an attachment to the test run.
D. Capture the image you want to insert by using your favorite screen capture utility.
Drag and drop the file onto the comment area from the Windows Explorer.

Answer: A, C

QUESTION: 5
You are running a manual test using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM). You have
chosen to create an action recording. You want to pause the test run and exit the test
runner. Before you exit the test runner, you need to mark the test case as being in
progress. Which action should you perform in the test runner?

A. Close
B. Return to Testing Center
C. Save
D. Save and Close

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
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You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to run an automated test suite with
240 long-running tests. In your test environment, you have set up four client
machines to run these tests. You have assigned the Client role to all four machines.
You need to make sure that when you run the test suite, the tests are distributed
equally over all four client machines. What should you do?

A. Add an even amount of RAM to all four machines.
B. In the Test Controller Manager view, change the distribution property for the test
controller to 4.
C. In the Content view, configure the test suite to use all four environments.
D. In the Test Controller Manager view, change the Weighting property for all four
test agents to

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
DRAG DROP
You are using Microsoft Test Manager (MTM) to manage your testing efforts. You
need to produce a list of manual test runs over the past week. What should you do?
(To answer, move the three appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer
area and arrange them in the correct order.)

Answer:

Explanation:
Box 1: Navigate to the Analzse Test Runs view.
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